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Abstract
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Entrepreneurship is a major factor in the national economy; thus, it is important to understand the motivational characteristics spurring people to become entrepreneurs and why some are more successful than others. In this study, we conducted a meta-analysis of the relationship between achievement motivation and variables associated with entrepreneurial behavior. We found that achievement motivation was significantly correlated with both choice of an entrepreneurial career and entrepreneurial performance. Further, we found that both projective and self-report measures of achievement motivation were valid. Finally, known group studies yielded a higher validity coefficient than did individual difference studies.

Nearly all supporters of the capitalistic system would agree that the encouragement of successful innovations and entrepreneurship is beneficial for the continued health and long-term growth of a nation's economy (Schumpeter, 1961). Further, small businesses account for over 50% of private sector employment and U.S. gross domestic product (Small Business Administration Office of Advocacy, 2003). Because entrepreneurship is a dominant factor in the economy, researchers have examined a number of factors that may explain entrepreneurial activity. Though a good deal of recent research has tended to focus on the characteristics of the business and industry environment or the characteristics of the entrepreneurial opportunity itself (Kaufmann & Dant, 1998), our understanding of entrepreneurship will not be complete unless we understand the motivation of the individuals involved (Venkataraman, 1997). Indeed, recent research suggests that motivational traits are an important factor in entrepreneurial activity and success (Baum, Locke, & Smith, 2000; Stewart & Roth, 2001).

Research on the motivational traits of entrepreneurs seems especially promising for helping to identify those individuals that might be best suited for identifying and exploiting entrepreneurial opportunities in the marketplace (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). For example, individual traits and motivations may be used by schools, career counselors, investors, government agencies, and so on to identify individuals that may be suited to undertake and succeed in entrepreneurial ventures. Despite the potential importance of
individual characteristics, there are still many unanswered questions regarding the role that motivation and personal characteristics have on entrepreneurial activity (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). Therefore, in this article, we seek to better understand how one important motivating factor, need for achievement, is related to both the choice of entrepreneurship as a career and performance in entrepreneurial roles.

The concept of need for achievement (nAch) was formulated in the 1950s (McClelland, Clark, Roby, & Atkinson 1958). McClelland and his colleagues argued that high-nAch people are more likely than low-nAch people to engage in energetic and innovative activities that require planning for the future and entail an individual’s responsibility for task outcomes. McClelland (1961) argued that high-nAch people should also prefer tasks that involve skill and effort, provide clear performance feedback, and were of moderate challenge or risk. He also argued that entrepreneurial positions have more of these characteristics than other types of positions. Holland’s (1985) vocation choice model suggests that individuals will be most attracted to careers that offer the environmental characteristics that match their personality. Holland (1985) also argued that performance and career satisfaction are higher when there is a good fit between work environment characteristics and personality. Therefore, as was suggested by McClelland (1961), it seems likely that individuals high in nAch should be attracted to and perform well in entrepreneurial jobs.

Although there is a considerable body of literature in the area of achievement, motivation, and entrepreneurship, there are important issues that have yet to be addressed. For example, Johnson (1990) conducted a traditional review of this literature and concluded that there is evidence of a relationship between achievement motivation and entrepreneurial activity. However, a close examination of Johnson’s review raises some questions about the strength of this conclusion. First, because of the narrative nature of this review, the magnitude of the relationship between achievement motivation and entrepreneurial activity is unclear. In fact, many of the studies reviewed by Johnson showed non-significant relationships between achievement motivation and entrepreneurial activity. Johnson’s review also indicated that there was considerable variance in the results across studies, suggesting that there may be moderators of the achievement-motivation–entrepreneurial activity relationship. In contrast to traditional reviews, meta-analysis has the potential to address some of these issues by quantitatively combining the results of individual studies to estimate the magnitude of the relationship (Hunter & Schmidt, 1990) and by allowing formal tests of potential moderators of these relationships.

This study has three objectives. First, we assess the degree of support for McClelland’s claim by conducting a meta-analytic review of the achievement motivation and entrepreneurship research that is sensitive to level of analysis issues. Second, we identify and test several potential moderators of the relation between achievement motivation and entrepreneurial action. Third, we compare the validity of achievement motivation measures as a function of measurement methodology (e.g., projective measure vs. self-report questionnaire measures). We discuss the implications of our findings for future research and for organizations and institutions interested in entrepreneurship.
Background and Hypotheses

Much of the early work on achievement motivation was conducted at the macro-level of analysis. McClelland (1961) hypothesized that countries with a higher mean level of nAch would show more entrepreneurial activity and economic growth than those countries with a lower mean level of nAch. He found a statistically significant relationship between a country’s average level of nAch (as measured by children’s stories) and the subsequent economic growth of that country. He also found evidence for the relationship between nAch and entrepreneurial activity based on historical records of earlier societies. However, McClelland’s claims have not gone unchallenged (e.g., Finison, 1976; Frey, 1984; Mazur & Rosa, 1977). Both Finison (1976) and Mazur and Rosa (1977) failed to replicate McClelland’s results when they corrected for statistical errors and used 1950 nAch data to predict economic growth through 1971, and Frey (1984) found problems with McClelland’s historical tests of nAch.

Because it is very difficult to isolate one causal factor at the societal level of analysis when so many causal factors are involved (Siehl & Martin, 1990), it would seem better to test McClelland’s thesis at a more micro-level. Indeed, there are a number of studies that have been conducted that examine differences in achievement motivation between both individuals and known groups. In individual differences studies, researchers have typically measured the need for achievement of individual entrepreneurs and correlated that measure with individual performance (e.g., firm growth, successfully gaining funding). Regarding studies exploring differences in achievement motivation between groups, researchers have typically utilized the “known-group” research approach discussed in the construct validity literature. That is, researchers identified two or more preexisting groups of individuals (e.g., entrepreneurs versus managers, scientists, and professionals) and tested for mean differences on some dependent variable among these groups. For example, in terms of career choice, researchers have examined mean differences in achievement motivation to test McClelland’s hypotheses. Regarding job performance, researchers have assessed achievement motivation differences between high and low performing groups of entrepreneurs. In contrast to societal level studies, individual and known group studies allow cleaner assessment of McClelland’s original hypotheses.

Whereas some of these micro-level studies have shown a significant relationship between achievement motivation and entrepreneurial behavior, previous reviews of this literature have uncovered three major problems. First, these reviews consistently point to the low internal consistency and test–retest reliability of the preferred measure of nAch, the TAT (Thematic Apperception Test; i.e., both types of reliability are often less than .60; Fineman, 1977). Second, although alternative achievement motivation measures (i.e., self-report) have been developed and tend to have high levels of internal consistency and test–retest stability (Fineman, 1977; Spangler, 1992), these self-report measures agree neither with projective achievement motivation measures (Fineman, 1977; Spangler, 1992) nor with each other (Fineman, 1977). Spangler (1992) reported a meta-analytic average correlation of 0.09 between the TAT and the self-report measures. Furthermore, he found that the different achievement motivation measures correlated differently with other variables and were differentially affected by moderators. Given the aforementioned two points, we decided to include both TAT and questionnaire measures in our analysis. Third, previous reviews have combined studies using different micro-(individual and group)
levels of analysis in their reviews. However, inappropriate conclusions can be drawn when concepts developed at one level of analysis are tested at a different level of analysis (Ostroff & Harrison, 1999). Thus, in our analysis we separated these two levels.\(^1\)

Since Spangler (1992) conducted a previous meta-analysis of achievement motivation studies, some key differences between his study and ours need to be mentioned. First, in Spangler’s (1992) study, only 5 out of 115 or 4% of the studies he used involved entrepreneurs or entrepreneurial activity. In addition, Spangler’s studies included a very heterogeneous array of dependent variables, including IQ test scores, attitudes, sensation seeking, enrollment in an academic honors program, performance on a ring toss game, GPA, and industrial output. This meta-analysis was restricted to only studies involving entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial performance. When testing the predictive validity of achievement motivation, at least as conceived by McClelland (1961), it seems best to restrict validity analysis to the domain where it is asserted to be most directly applicable. For example, McClelland (1965) explicitly argued that college performance was not an appropriate domain for achievement motivation (1965). Finally, Spangler did not test the homogeneity of effect size assumption (Hedges & Olkin, 1985). We included this test, because failure to assess this assumption can lead to the aggregation of effect sizes from multiple populations resulting in an average effect size estimate that does not generalize to any particular population (Hedges & Olkin, 1985).

By sticking closely to the most appropriate theoretical domain,\(^2\) using different measures of achievement motivation, conducting a test of homogeneity of effects, and controlling for differences between known group and individual studies, we believe that this meta-analysis has the best chance of accurately identifying the relationship between achievement motivation and performance.

**Definitions of Entrepreneur**

One major criticism of research in the area of entrepreneurship is that researchers have not consistently defined and operationalized what they mean by “entrepreneurs” (Kaufmann & Dant, 1998); thus, it is difficult to compare findings across studies. Mill (1848) provided one of the earliest definitions of entrepreneurship and suggested that risk bearing was the major feature that separated entrepreneurs from managers. McClelland (1961) also argued that risk is an essential element faced by entrepreneurs, and he argued that the definition of entrepreneurship should center around the responsibilities of initiating and being accountable for business decisions. McClelland (1961) argued that entrepreneurs should include both the owners of small businesses and other managers with decision-making responsibilities. Following these arguments, some researchers have included both small business founders and managers when examining the role of achievement motivation.

In contrast to Mill and McClelland, Schumpeter (1934) argued that both entrepreneurs and managers face risk and instead differ in terms of their emphasis on innovation. The key notion behind this definition of entrepreneurship is the idea of growth and creation of a new business opportunity where one did not exist previously. Researchers that follow this definition tend to identify entrepreneurs as those who have initiated or guided the process of new venture creation (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). Typically entrepreneurs are operationalized as founders under this later definition.
Because entrepreneurship researchers have tended to study either a broader (both founders and managers) or narrower (founders only) set of individuals, it is unclear if need for achievement is important for all types of entrepreneurial roles. Baum et al. (2000) argued that founders and managers of small businesses may face different levels of ambiguity and, thus, require different competencies. For example, founders may need higher opportunity skills whereas individuals that assume the top role of an existing small company may need more leadership and managerial skills. Thus, we expect that there may be differences in the relationship between need for achievement and entrepreneurial activity depending on how researchers defined entrepreneurs in their study.

H1. The relationship between need for achievement and entrepreneurial activity will be moderated by the definition of entrepreneurship.

**Known Group Versus Individual Differences Studies**

Ostroff and Harrison (1999) have recently argued that it is critical to consider the levels of analysis of the original empirical studies when conducting meta-analyses. It is inappropriate to pool studies from multiple levels of analysis because the meta-analytically derived average correlation will not be representative of any population parameter (Ostroff & Harrison, 1999). This is a particular problem in our review because, as previously indicated, researchers have examined the effects of achievement motivation differences between both individuals and known groups. Further, the complex nature of achievement motivation makes it important to examine potential differences between known group and individual studies. Achievement motivation has been conceived of as a complex set of values associated with entrepreneurial activity (McClelland, 1961).

However, though values can affect action, they are too abstract by themselves to say what a person would do in a specific situation. For example, Eisenstadt (1963) argued that the social and organizational setting in which people exist will affect the extent to which people exhibiting high levels of achievement motivation will act in an entrepreneurial manner.

Consistent with this perspective, Holland (1985) and Schneider (1987) suggested that when individuals are free to select themselves into certain groups (e.g., jobs, occupations, careers), their attraction and willingness to remain in certain jobs and careers is a function of their personality, attitudes, and values. Further, the homogeneity among people who remain in a particular job or career tend to increase as people with different personality, attitudes, and values leave these jobs or careers (Schneider, 1987). Thus, effect sizes for analyses conducted on known groups should be enhanced because the homogenization that occurs as a result of individuals staying in their careers that fit their personality and leaving careers that are a mismatch will increases the size of the difference between groups over time (e.g., entrepreneurs vs. non-entrepreneurs).³

H2. In relation to levels of analysis, achievement motivation will have a stronger association with entrepreneurial activity in known group studies than in individual difference studies.⁴
Need for Achievement and Career Choice

Holland (1985), in his theory of vocational choice, argued that individuals are most likely to be attracted to those career roles that have work characteristics that match their personalities, needs, and values. McClelland (1961) argued that individuals high in achievement motivation are more likely to pursue occupations that allow for more control over outcomes, provide more direct and immediate feedback on performance, and offer moderate levels of risk. McClelland (1961, 1965) further argued that entrepreneurial environments are the most likely job environments to meet these characteristics. Because entrepreneurial occupations provide more opportunities to take advantage of the characteristics associated with high achievement motivation, individuals who are high in need for achievement will be more likely to be attracted to these roles than other types of professions (Holland, 1985). Therefore, we would expect to find a significant effect size in studies examining differences in need for achievement between entrepreneurs and individuals pursuing other types of professions.

H3. There will be a significant association between achievement motivation and choice of an entrepreneurial occupation.

To show how entrepreneurs differ from other individuals on achievement motivation scores, studies have compared entrepreneurs to a wide variety of other groups ranging from managers (e.g., Cromie & Johns, 1983; Waddell, 1983) to the general population (e.g., Hornaday & Aboud, 1971) to politicians (e.g., Vincente-Wiley, 1979). Brockhaus (1982) argued that a potential reason for the discrepancies in findings between studies is the diverse set of comparison groups used in entrepreneurial studies; therefore, it is possible that the type of comparison sample used may be moderating the findings in the achievement motivation–entrepreneurial activity literature.

Based on McClelland’s (1961) theory of nAch, one would expect that entrepreneurs should have more characteristics in common (i.e., work settings, types of challenges, etc.) with managers than they do with the general population or other types of professions, because the settings for both business managers and entrepreneurs tend to be changing at a fairly rapid pace and are open to individual initiative. In fact, McClelland (1961) identified some managers (e.g., top level) as entrepreneurs. Therefore, it is likely that individuals high in achievement motivation might also be more attracted to management positions within a business setting than to other types of positions that do not involve management in a business setting (e.g., politics, secretaries, engineers). We, therefore, predict that

H3a. In relation to career choice, achievement motivation measures will differentiate better between entrepreneurs and non-managerial roles than between entrepreneurs and managers.

Need for Achievement and Performance

Holland (1985), in his theory of vocational choice, also suggested that the interaction of work environment and personality may affect performance in a career. Specifically, he argued that higher levels of fit between the personality and work
environment characteristics will result in higher performance in that role. McClelland (1961, 1965) similarly argued that need for achievement will be related to successful performance in an entrepreneurial role. Individuals who are high in achievement motivation are more likely to engage in the instrumental activities that are necessary for success in an entrepreneurial situation than are individuals low in achievement motivation (McClelland, 1965). For example, entrepreneurs who are high in achievement motivation are more likely to overcome obstacles, utilize resources for help, compete, and improve their skills. Therefore, we would expect to find a significant effect size in studies examining differences in achievement motivation for high performance entrepreneurs versus low-performance entrepreneurs.

H4. There will be a significant association between achievement motivation and entrepreneurial performance.

Career Choice Versus Performance Studies

Though achievement motivation may significantly predict both career choice and performance, it is not necessarily the case that the effect sizes for the two distinct outcomes would be the same. McClelland (1965, 1972) suggested that nAch would be more likely to predict career choice than performance in an entrepreneurial position. This argument seems logical on statistical grounds alone. If it is true that those high in achievement motivation will be more likely to choose an entrepreneurial career, then there should be a restriction in the range of achievement motivation for those in entrepreneurial jobs. Thus, achievement motivation should have less power to predict which entrepreneurs would be successful and which would not be successful. In a review of achievement motivation, Johnson (1990) found that 20 of 23 studies showed a significant relationship between achievement motivation and entry into entrepreneurial positions. However, none of the 23 studies found significant ties between achievement motivation and performance of entrepreneurs. As discussed earlier, Johnson did not use any meta-analytic technique to statistically test the combined results of these studies, and we are still not clear on whether achievement motivation is related to both career choice and performance. Thus, we predict that

H5. Achievement motivation will predict entrepreneurial choice better than entrepreneurial performance.

Measures of Need for Achievement

As we noted earlier, the achievement motivation literature suggests that there are distinct differences between the types of tests used to measure achievement motivation. In his formulation of the concept of nAch, McClelland (1961, 1972) contended that the underlying causes of nAch are rooted in the subconscious and were developed during early childhood. Projective tests are the only method to accurately assess nAch, because it is a subconscious trait (McClelland, 1972). According to McClelland, questionnaire methods are inappropriate for measuring nAch, because they measure an individual’s conscious value
for achievement (McClelland, 1972). Therefore, McClelland (1980) argued that the TAT will be a better predictor of entrepreneurial behavior than questionnaire measures.

Though it might be expected that the TAT would perform worse because projective tests tend to have much lower reliability than questionnaire measures, there is some support for McClelland’s hypothesis. For example, Spangler (1992) found that the TAT was a better predictor of outcome criterion than were questionnaires. However, as discussed earlier, Spangler did not address the issue of achievement motivation and entrepreneurship. Thus, it is still a question whether the TAT predicts performance or distinguishes between entrepreneurs and other types of individuals (i.e., predicts career choice) better than other types of measures.

This is an especially important question to answer when considering questions regarding the validity and reliability of the TAT that we raised earlier. For example, researchers and practitioners might consider using questionnaire tests that have demonstrated higher reliability if such tests are valid predictors and the TAT is not. Similarly, researchers might consider other projective tests (besides the TAT) if those tests have shown equal validity and/or higher reliability. The Miner Sentence Completion Scale is one projective test that has been used to predict entrepreneurial performance and has shown higher reliability than the TAT (Smith & Miner, 1984). To see if the TAT is a better predictor than the other types of measures of achievement motivation, we explored the difference in predictive power of the different measures of achievement motivation (i.e., TAT, questionnaire measures, and the Miner Sentence Completion Scale) in our meta-analysis. Based on the arguments of McClelland and prior reviews of this literature, we predict that

H6. The strength of the relationship between the TAT measure of nAch and (a) occupational choice and (b) entrepreneurial performance will be significantly higher than for other projective measures or questionnaire measures of achievement motivation.

Method

Search for Primary Data

An extensive literature search was conducted for individual level studies that involved achievement motivation and entrepreneurship. The first step in locating potential studies was to review original research studies cited in a previous meta-analysis (Spangler, 1992) and in previous review articles (Johnson, 1990; McClelland, 1980). Next, we conducted a computer search using Psychlit, ProQuest, and Dissertation Abstracts International databases. Inquiries were also made of prominent researchers in the achievement motivation area to uncover any additional studies not located through the other methods. We wrote David McClelland and the McBerCorporation to see if we had missed any studies, but they could not provide us with any additional published or unpublished studies. Finally, we used the Social Sciences Citation Index to identify articles that cited key articles on achievement motivation.

Our original search resulted in a potential set of 47 studies. Twenty-one of these studies used the TAT, six used the Miner Sentence Completion Scale, and 20 used various
types of questionnaire-based measures. We kept only those studies that conformed to the following three criteria. First, the study had to involve findings linking entrepreneurs and achievement motivation. Second, the study needed to provide either an effect size or sufficient statistical information to calculate an effect size. Finally, the study needed to provide sufficient background information and description of the variables of interest so that the study could be coded according to one or more of the potential moderators identified earlier.

Based on these criteria a total of six studies were dropped from further analysis. Four of these studies were dropped because the authors failed to provide standard deviations with reported mean scores (i.e., failed to meet the second criterion). Two other studies were dropped when we realized that the author had reported the same findings in multiple journals. For example, Singh reported the same findings in two studies (Ray & Singh, 1980; Singh, 1979) so we retained only one of the studies in our sample. All six of the dropped studies were from the TAT set of studies. The final set used for analysis comprised 41 studies.

**Coding of Studies**

Coding of studies was based on the potential moderators discussed earlier. Because the studies were all field studies and did not involve any direct manipulations, the moderators clearly fell into these very broad categories (see Table 1 for examples of coding). The first step in coding the studies was to develop a coding manual based on several potential mediating variables (discussed later). Next, the first author and three research assistants independently coded the research articles. The first author and two of the three research assistants agreed on the coding for all of the studies included in the meta-analysis. The first author and the third research assistant disagreed on coding for two studies, but these discrepancies were resolved after further discussion.

A sample of coded studies can be found in Table 1. First, we coded studies based on grouping of participants (individual or known group). Studies were coded as individual level studies when researchers examined mean differences based on individual’s responses and coded as known group studies when researchers examined mean differences on some dependent variable among these groups. Second, we coded studies based on dependent variable (performance or career pattern). Studies were coded as performance when the dependent variable included some form of entrepreneurial performance and as career choice when the studied compared mean differences in achievement motivation scores between entrepreneurs and some other career (e.g., scientist, manager). Note that performance measures varied across studies from secondary source measures (e.g., sales growth, stock growth) to scaled measures of performance. Type of performance measure was not a statistically significant moderator; therefore, all studies with performance as a dependent variable were included together in tests of hypotheses.

Third, we coded studies based on type of career pattern comparison (entrepreneur vs. manager, non-founder or entrepreneur vs. all other types of professions). Fourth, we coded studies based on the type of test used (TAT, MSCS–t [Miner Sentence Completion Scale–Form t], or questionnaire). Finally, we coded studies based on the definition of entrepreneurship. We coded studies as following a broad definition if they included both
founders and non-founding managers and coded them as following a narrow definition when they included only founders.

Several studies provided tests on multiple independent groups, used more than one type of achievement motivation test, or looked at more than one outcome. These independent sets of data were treated as individual data points if they could not be meaningfully collapsed. For example, Tracy, Locke, and Renard (1997) used both the TAT and the MSCS–t to measure achievement motivation and provided effect sizes for both tests. We felt that it was legitimate to treat these data points individually to test hypotheses about potential moderators. The consequence of including the multiple coefficients from a single study is that we decrease our ability to find moderators (i.e., it is a conservative bias for the test of moderators). However, including multiple correlations from the same single study may result in a liberal bias in the significance test for the general achievement motivation–activity relationship. To guard against the liberal bias, we replicated our results for the overall achievement motivation–activity relationship using only one average correlation per study. The results of this analysis did not significantly differ from our analyses with multiple correlations per study in terms of effect sizes or conclusions regarding hypotheses. Therefore, we have only reported the findings from the larger sample in which we included multiple coefficients from the single studies.

When accounting for studies with multiple predictors or multiple criteria, we had 69 individual data points (observed relationships between one achievement motivation measure and one outcome variable) and a total sample size of 9,032 participants. The TAT data included 24 data points and a total sample size of 2,711 participants. The MSCS–t data were made up of 15 data points and a total sample size of 1,166. For the questionnaire data, there was a total of 30 data points and a total sample size of 5,155 participants.

Transformation of Raw Data

The studies in our sample reported results with a wide range of statistics, including $F$ tests, $t$ tests, means and standard deviations, and chi-square statistics. The raw statistics were all converted to correlations using the formulas provided by Hunter and Schmidt (1990) and Wolf (1986). Several studies reported their findings in multiple ways. When this occurred, both sets of statistics were converted and compared as a means of testing the accuracy of our conversions. In all cases, the correlations generated were statistically the same.

Analyses

We used the random effects meta-analysis method developed by Hedges and Olkin (1985) to test our hypotheses. This method treats studies as heterogeneous instead of assuming generalizability from the start as fixed effects models of meta-analysis assume. The Hedges and Olkin method first tests the overall sample for homogeneity of variance. If the homogeneity of variance hypothesis is rejected, then the sample is believed to contain true between study differences, and a weighted least-squares regression is used to test potential moderators that are identified through theory. Differences between studies that significantly explain between study variance in a regression equation are significant moderators of the relationship in question.
Results

The correlations for all samples and measures are shown in Table 2. The test for homogeneity of variance (Hedges & Olkin, 1985) indicated that there was significant between study variability ($Q = 22.08, p < .001$). Thus, the results indicated that moderators are operating in the relationship between achievement motivation and overall entrepreneurial activity.

H1 predicted that the relationship between achievement motivation and entrepreneurial behavior will be moderated by the definition of entrepreneurship. As shown in Table 2, the mean correlation for studies defining entrepreneurs as founders was .21 and the mean correlation for studies defining entrepreneurs as business leaders was .19. Further, as shown in Table 3, the weighted least squares analysis did not show support for our hypothesis, $F(1, 58) = .41, ns$. Therefore, it does not appear that the relationship between achievement motivation and entrepreneurial activity varies depending on how researchers have defined entrepreneurs in their study.

H2 predicted that achievement motivation will have a stronger association with entrepreneurial activity in known group studies than in individual studies. When all need for achievement studies were included (see Table 2), the respective mean correlations were .18 in individual studies and .25 in known group studies. As shown in Table 3, the weighted least squares analysis showed support for this hypothesis, $F(1, 67) = 3.42, p < .05$. When we examined this relationship with only the performance studies, we again found a large difference in effect sizes across levels of analysis. The mean correlation between achievement motivation and performance was .46 in known group studies and .18 in individual studies. As shown in Table 3, these mean correlations were significantly different, $F(1, 26) = 24.60, p < .01$. Thus, H2 is supported; it appears that the relationship between achievement motivation and entrepreneurial activity is stronger in known group studies than in individual studies.

H3 predicted that achievement motivation would be significantly related to choice of an entrepreneurial occupation. Note that career choice has only been studied using the known group design. The analyses showed significant correlations between achievement motivation and career choice ($r = .21, p < .001$). The lower bound of the 95% confidence interval was .18 and the upper bound was .24. Because the confidence interval did not contain zero, H3 was supported. It appears that individuals that pursue entrepreneurial careers are significantly higher in achievement motivation than individuals that pursue other types of careers.

H3a predicted that the relationship between achievement motivation and career choice will be moderated by the comparison sample that is used. Specifically, we predicted that achievement motivation will have a weaker relationship with career choice when the sample compared entrepreneurs and managers than when the sample compared entrepreneurs and non-managers. The correlation between achievement motivation and career choice was lower when the sample included only managers (mean $r = .14$) than when it included all other professions (mean $r = .35$). The regression equation showed a significant difference between the two types of studies, $F(1, 39) = 14.78, p < .01$. Therefore,
it appears that the sample of participants involved in the study moderates the achievement motivation–career choice relationship.

H4 predicted that achievement motivation would be significantly related to performance. As noted before, the analyses for known group studies showed a significant mean correlation between achievement motivation and performance ($r = .46, p < .01$) with a lower bound of .42 and an upper bound of .49. The analyses of individual studies also showed a significant correlation between achievement motivation and performance ($r = .18, p < .01$) with a lower bound of .15 and an upper bound of .22. Because neither of these confidence intervals included zero, H4 is supported.6

### TABLE 2
Average Correlations for Different Subgroups of Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>No. of Studies</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Hedges and Olkin M r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis 1: Definition of entrepreneurs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneurs as founders</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4,453</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneurs as business leaders</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2,989</td>
<td>.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis: Levels of analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual differences studies</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2,181</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known group studies</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>6,851</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis 3: Career Choice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneurs vs. managers</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3,823</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneurs vs. all others</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1,991</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis 4: Performance correlation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual level</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2,181</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group level</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1,037</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance studies (individual)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAT</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>915</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSCS–t</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>803</td>
<td>.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career choice (known group)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAT</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>907</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSCS–t</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4,424</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
H5 predicted that achievement motivation would predict entrepreneurial choice better than entrepreneurial performance. The results with known group studies showed that the respective mean correlations were .21 (choice) and .46 (performance). Further, the regression results showed a significant difference between the relationships of achievement motivation and the two outcome variables, $F(1, 47) = 15.58, p < .01$. Therefore, there does appear to be a significant difference in the strengths of the relationships between need for achievement and the two different types of dependent variable; however, the difference was in the direction opposite of what we predicted. In known group studies, it appears that achievement motivation is better able to explain performance differences than career choice differences. This hypothesis could not be tested for individual difference studies, because, as indicated earlier, we found no career choice studies conducted with this method.

H6 predicted that the type of achievement motivation measure would moderate the correlation of achievement motivation with the outcome criterion. Specifically, we predicted that the strength of the relationship between the TAT measure of achievement motivation and entrepreneurial activity would be significantly higher than it is for either other projective measures or questionnaire measures of achievement motivation. The analyses showed mean correlations of .16 (TAT), .19 (questionnaire), and .20 (MSCS-t) for the performance studies at the individual level of analysis and mean correlations of .20 (TAT), .20 (questionnaire), and .23 (MSCS-t) for career choice studies at the group level of analysis. As shown in Table 3, there were no significant differences in the mean correlations between the measurement types—performance studies, $F(2, 17) = .47, ns$; career choice studies, $F(2, 38) = .58, ns$. Thus, it appears as though there is no difference in the relationship between achievement motivation and entrepreneurial activity across the different measures of achievement motivation.7
Discussion

Overall, our results support McClelland’s theory that achievement motivation is significantly related to both occupational choice and performance in an entrepreneurial role. Although these results superficially agree with prior reviews (e.g., Spangler, 1992) in showing that need for achievement is related to action, our results were based on entrepreneurship studies—the domain that is directly relevant to achievement motivation. Further, we found a stronger relationship between need for achievement and entrepreneurial activity in known group studies (mean \( r = .25 \)) than in individual level studies (mean \( r = .19 \)). Consistent with Holland and Schneider, achievement motivation appears to be an important characteristic for entrepreneurs; thus, the correlations from known group studies were stronger because of the increasing similarity among these entrepreneurs over time.

We were surprised that we failed to find support for McClelland’s hypothesis that achievement motivation strength would predict career choice better than it predicted performance. For the known group studies, we found the exact opposite to hold. The mean \( r \) for performance was significantly higher than the mean \( r \) for career choice (.46 vs. .21). Although both correlations were significant, this finding suggests that achievement motivation may be particularly potent at differentiating between successful and unsuccessful groups of entrepreneurs. Thus, achievement motivation may be particularly useful for selecting entrepreneurs that may be more likely to successfully take advantage of entrepreneurial financing and other supporting activities. However, we note that the mean \( r \) for career choice may be lower than that for performance because individuals high in achievement motivation may be attracted to several different types of careers. For example, our results suggested that managers are much more similar to entrepreneurs in terms of their achievement motivation than are individuals attracted to other, less similar careers such as engineers or scientists. Thus, achievement motivation may be a useful predictor of career choice for a number of types of positions that have job characteristics and responsibilities similar to entrepreneurial positions.

Also contrary to McClelland’s arguments, we found that the TAT showed no greater validity than other projective tests or than self-report questionnaire measures in predicting performance or career choice. When we examined the results for performance at the individual level, the mean correlation for the TAT studies is .16 compared to .20 for MSCS–t studies and .20 for the questionnaire studies. For predicting career choice at the group level, the mean correlations are again very similar (.21 for the TAT, .23 for the MSCS–t, and .22 for the questionnaire). Our failure to find a higher mean validity \( r \) for the TAT contradicts the findings of Spangler’s (1992) meta-analysis and those of more traditional reviews (e.g., Johnson, 1990). In a review of the raw data, it appears that recent studies using the TAT have reported much lower correlations with entrepreneurial activity than did the earlier studies conducted by McClelland. Thus, it is possible that the mean \( r \) for TAT studies may have been affected by undertraining on the intricacies of evaluating the TAT or other errors that may have led to incorrect scoring by later researchers who did not have the same level of experience with the test as McClelland. We were unable to test this post hoc speculation because we could not find data to test for reliability differences between McClelland and other researchers. However, if our speculation is true, it suggests that
practitioners should rely on questionnaire measures of achievement motivation that are easier to administer and accurately score.

A second practical implication based on our findings is that practitioners may consider using both self-report and projective measures to assess achievement motivation, because previous studies have shown consistently that TAT, MSCS–t, and questionnaire measures of achievement motivation are valid but not significantly correlated or correlated at a very low level (e.g., Fineman, 1977). These low correlations suggest that the different measures of achievement motivation must be measuring different aspects of achievement motivation. As noted, McClelland has argued that TAT measures get at subconscious motives whereas questionnaires get at conscious motives. The question arises, then, whether using multiple types of measures will yield greater total validity than using only one alone. Future studies should test this hypothesis.

Our results were consistent with McClelland’s prediction that individuals high in achievement motivation are more likely to be attracted to occupations that offer high degrees of control over outcomes, personal responsibility, feedback on performance, and moderate degree of risk. As predicted, we found a significant overall effect size in studies comparing achievement motivation of individuals that pursued entrepreneurial versus other types of careers. However, just as Brockhaus (1982) argued, we found greater differences in achievement motivation between entrepreneurs and people in all other professions than between entrepreneurs and managers. As we indicated previously, this result is not surprising because managers’ jobs often have some entrepreneurial elements, and entrepreneurial jobs typically entail management activities. Organizations in high-paced environments that are looking for people to take on entrepreneurial roles (i.e., those that involve personal responsibility, feedback on performance, and a moderate degree of risk) to help drive innovations within the firm may wish to use achievement motivation as one of several selection criteria.

Although one might question the utility of a concept that accounts for so little variance ($R^2$ at the group level = .06, $R^2$ at the individual level = .04), it is important to remember that the influence of achievement motivation on behavior is not a one-time influence. Rather, there are repeated opportunities for the achievement motivation of an individual to affect their decisions and behavior over the span of a lifetime. Recent simulations by Martell, Lane, and Emrich (1996) have demonstrated that interventions that appear to have small effects (e.g., effect size of 1% explained variance) can have dramatic consequences when individuals repeatedly encounter the intervention over time. Thus, even though our meta-analysis found that only 4% to 6% of the variance in entrepreneurial behavior was accounted for by achievement motivation, the implication is that achievement motivation can have substantial consequences because there are multiple opportunities for an individual to exhibit achievement oriented behavior over his or her lifetime.

Despite the merits of meta-analysis as a means of summarizing existing findings, we feel that it is important to note several limitations of our study based on the nature of the studies that composed our sample. First, there is a bias within the field of management to publish papers with significant rather than null findings. If this bias exists in the literature on achievement motivation and entrepreneurship, then our findings may potentially overstate the true relationships between need for achievement and entrepreneurial activities. We feel that this issue may be somewhat mitigated based on the nature of the
studies in our sample. First, we included a number of unpublished doctoral dissertations that should not have been affected by this bias. Second, a large portion of our studies examined a number of predictor variables besides achievement motivation; thus, these studies were more likely to be published even if need for achievement was a non-significant predictor.

A second limitation is that the original studies were unlikely to have data on ventures that failed; thus, the sample of entrepreneurs was constrained to those that managed or owned surviving businesses. If need for achievement does predict entrepreneurial success, then this limitation potentially constrains the range of variability on need for achievement. In other words, this limitation in the original studies should limit our ability to find a relationship between need for achievement and entrepreneurial activity; our study may be a conservative test of this relationship. A final limitation is that the original studies were correlational rather than predictive in nature, limiting our ability to assess the direction of causation. It is possible that entrepreneurs may be socialized into becoming high nAch because of the goals, deadlines, and accomplishments that are part of the role of entrepreneurs. Indeed, the few predictive studies in the literature on need for achievement and entrepreneurship provide mixed findings. Early studies by McClelland (1965) and Durand and Shea (1974) found that scores on achievement motivation significantly predicted entrepreneurial activity years later. A later study by McClelland (1972) did not confirm this relationship. Therefore, additional research is needed to explore the direction of the relationship between the achievement motivation and entrepreneurial behavior.

In summary, we found that achievement motivation does significantly predict entrepreneurial activity (both choice of an entrepreneurial occupation and performance in that role) across the studies that were included in this meta-analysis. Further, we argued that the relatively small variance in entrepreneurial activity that was explained by achievement motivation might have significant implications because of the multiple opportunities for an individual to exhibit achievement-oriented behavior. Further, our findings suggest that achievement motivation may be particularly potent in predicting outcomes at particular levels of analysis and in specific situations. Of course, it is simplistic to think that personality alone is the key to entrepreneurship. Many other factors are involved in the success of new business venture and venture growth. Baum et al. (2000), for example, found that five different domains of variables predicted venture growth: personality traits, situationally specific motivation (goals, self-efficacy, vision), skills, business strategies, and environmental factors. Furthermore, some of these domains had direct effects, others had indirect effects, and others had both. Thus, trait factors should be viewed as only one causal factor in a complex model of factors that promote venture success. Additional research is needed to determine whether achievement motivation would still retain a significant role in such a multivariate model.
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1 For a further discussion of the problems of ecological fallacies, see Judd, Smith, and Kidder (1991).
2 McClelland does not consider nAch to be a predictor of performance in a traditional, bureaucratic firm; rather he uses his leadership motive pattern (which involves a certain relationship between nPower, power inhibition, and nAffiliation).
3 It should be noted that our expected enhanced effect of nAch and performance at the group level of analysis is different from McClelland’s societal level hypotheses because our hypothesis depends on people freely selecting themselves into and out of groups. Clearly, society level of analyses include more people than just those who freely select themselves into that society.
4 As suggested by Ostroff and Harrison (1999), we began by examining whether need for achievement studies can be examined across levels of analysis. If this hypothesis is supported, then all of the following hypotheses will be tested at both the group and individual levels of analysis where appropriate.
5 Though inclusion of multiple correlations from the same sample will not affect the average correlation estimate, it will affect the variance in correlations across studies.
6 We performed Rosenthal’s (1979) file-drawer analysis and found that 86 studies would be needed to change our results. Given the extensive nature of our search to find studies focusing on entrepreneurs, these results appear to be stable.
7 We corrected our average correlations for measurement error by applying the correction for attenuation formula. Using Fineman (1977), we estimated the reliability of the TAT at .54, the reliability of questionnaire methods to be .62, and the reliability of the MSCS to be .65. After averaging the meta-analysis correlations for each measure, the results did not significantly differ.